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ABSTRACT 
We classify train algebras of rank 3, having type (n, 1) or (3, n -21, for an 
arbitrary value of n. Then we classify train algebras of rank 3 which have an 
anisotropic kernel. 
INTRODUCTION 
All concepts, notation, etc. used in this paper come from [l] or [3]. We 
recall briefly some concepts which were introduced in [l]. A train algebra of 
rank 3 is a commutative, nonassociative algebra over the field F, equipped 
with a nonzero homomorphism o : A -+ F and satisfying the equation x3 - 
(l+ r)w(.r)x’ + -y&lax = 0, where y is some fixed element in F. We 
assume that y # i and that char F z 2. The kernel of o, that is, the set of all 
r E A such that w(x) = 0, can be decomposed into the direct sum of two 
vector subspaces B, and B,. This decomposition depends on the choice of an 
idempotent in A. But it can be proved (see [l, Proposition 11) that the 
dimensions of B, and I?, are invariant; the ordered pair (1 + dim B,, dim B,) 
is called the type of A. From [l], we know how to classify algebras with some 
types such as (l,n),(n + 1,0),(2, n - 1). With the help of another invariant, 
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the dimension of the ideal J = B,B,@ B,, it is possible to classify all train 
algebras of rank 3 and dimension < 5 [l, Equation (3)]. We give now some 
more results in this direction. 
In Section 1 we classify all train algebras of type (n, 1) such that 
dim J > 2, which completes the description of all train algebras of type (n, 1). 
In contrast to the case dim J = 1, where specific properties of the field 
intervene and many nonisomorphic algebras may appear (see [l]), here we 
have exactly one algebra for each possible dimension of J, irrespective of the 
field of coefficients. 
In Section 2 we classify train algebras of type (3, n - 2) such that dim J = 
n - 1, the case dim J = n - 2 appearing already in [ 11. As these are the only 
possible dimensions for J, the description of train algebras of type (3, n - 2) 
is now complete. 
As a rule, every algebra B satisfying the identity x3 = 0 is the kernel of 
many nonisomorphic train algebras of rank 3 with the same train equation 
(here we may have y = i). The determination of these algebras is usually 
difficult. In Section 3 we classify all train algebras B’ whose kernel is 
anisotropic, which means that dim B2 = 1 and the bilinear form defined by 
the multiplication has one-dimensional radical and its regular part is 
anisotropic (Proposition 5). 
1. TRAIN ALGEBRAS OF TYPE (n, 1) 
For train algebras of type (n, 11, dim J < i<n + 1) [l, Proposition 41. 
Consider a vector space V of finite dimension m > 2, and a linear mapping 
p : V + V such that p # 0 but p2 = 0. In the external direct sum B = 
V@ (p) @p(V), define a multiplication by 
xx’= (Xl,hp,p(x,))(xi,A’p,P(x~)) = (w$(A’x,+w)~ 
where xi,x; l V(i=1,2), A,A’E F. We have x2 =(0,0,2Ap(x,))and x3= 0. 
Let T : B + B be the homothety of ratio f on the subspace B, = V@p(V) and 
of ratio y on B, = (p). W e see that r satisfies (3) and (4) of [ll, so B’ is a 
train algebra with train equation 
Xs-(1+y)w(X)X2+yw(X)2X=01 (I) 
Its type is (I+dimV+dimp(V), 11, and its ideal _/=&V)@(p). If we 
choose a basis (x i,. . , , x,,,} of V such that I&r,), . . . ,p(xkN is a basis of P(V), 
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lgkgm-l,wegetanaturalbasis{x,,...,r,,p,p(r,),...,~(~k)}ofB.The 
only nonzero products in this basis are those of p with xi. The action of r 
over these vectors completes the table of B’. Denote by [V,p] the train 
algebra just constructed. 
LEMMA. Zf B’ is a train algebra of rank 3 and type (n, 1) with dim J > 2, 
then Bf = 0. 
Proof. By (5) and [I], for every x, y E B,, xy = b(x, y)c,, where B, = 
(c,) and b is a symmetric bilinear form in B,. Denote by p the linear 
function x E B, *xc, E B,. Then J= p(B,)@(c,). For every x E B,, 0 = 
x3 = b(x,x)p(r). We claim that this identity implies b(x,x)= 0 for all 
x E B, or p(x)= 0 for all x E B,. Suppose the contrary. Take x1 E B, such 
that b(x,,x,)# 0 [so p(x,)= 0] and x2 E B, such that p(x,)# 0. From 
b(x, x)p(x) = 0 we obtain a partial linearization 0 = b(x, x)p(y) + 
2b(x, y)p(x). In particular, b(x,, x,)p(x,) = -2b(r,, x,)p(x,) = 0, a contra- 
diction. But the assumption that p(x) = 0 for all x E B, would give J = (CT,), 
acontradictionwithdimJ~2.Sob(r,x)=Oforallx~B~,andB~=O. H 
PROPOSITION 1. Eve y train algebra B’ of rank 3 and type (n, 1) with 
dim J > 2 is isomorphic to some [V, p]. 
Proof. Suppose that B, = (cl,. . . , c,_~) and B, = (c,). The ideal J is 
generated as a vector space by the vectors c,,cic,,. . .,c,_~c,, and since 
dim J = 1 + k, the set {tic,, . . . , c,_,c,} has rank k. We may suppose the first 
k vectors are independent; the remaining ones must be linear combinations 
of these. B, must have a basis formed by tic,, . . . , ckc, and n - k - 1 vectors 
chosen among cr, . . . , c,_~. Suppose initially that (crc,, . . . , c~c,) n 
(c I,. . . , ck) = 0. Then we can find a basis of B, of the form Yc,, U Y U 2, 
where Y={ci,...,~~} and Z~(~~+i,...,c,,_i). The basis of B obtained by 
adjoining the element c, has the following multiplication table. Every 
product not involving c, is 0 by the Lemma. Also (c~c,)c, = 0 by (8) of [l], 
for i=l,...,k. NowdefineV=(YUZ) and p:V+Vas themultiplication 
by c,. Then p2 = 0, and we see immediately that B’ has the same table as 
[V,p] in the above basis. 
Suppose now that we complete arbitrarily the set Yc, to a basis of B,, say 
Yc, U Z,, where 2, ~{c, ,..., c,_i). Again J is generated by c, and Zic,, 
because (Yc,)c, = 0. So Zic, generates a subspace of dimension k, and we 
choose a subset Zsc, c Zic, which is a basis of this subspace. A fortiori, 
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dim(&) = k. But Zac, E (Ye,), and so (Z,c,) = (Ye,) by dimension. It 
follows that B, = (Ye,) 0 (Z,) = (Yc~) 8 (Z,> 8 (2, - 2,) and now 
(Yc,) n (Z,) = 0. So we are again in the situation described in the first part 
of the proof. l 
Consider now the problem of isomorphism of two algebras [V, p] and 
[W,a]. An obvious necessary condition is that p(V) and a(W) have the 
same dimension, because dim J is an invariant. As the type is also an 
invariant, then also dimV = dim W is necessary. This reduces the problem to 
the case V=W, p#O, cr#O, p’=~a=O, dimp(V)=dimcr(V). Let ca= 
(LO) E B’. 
By Proposition f of [l] and the above lemma, if f is a homomorphism 
from [V, pl to [V, al, then ftc,) = c,+u,+atzr,), ~a,ti~EV. Ifnow rEV, 
let f(r) = f,,(x)+ ta + f&r), w h ere E E F, f,,(r) E V, and f&r) E o(V). 
The relation car = $X implies f(x) = fri(x)+ f,,fx). Similarly, for y E p(V) 
we obtain f(y) = f&)f f&y). Letting f(p) = u -t ko + u, with u E V, 
k E F, and u E o(V), from cap = yp we get f(p) = klcr -6 2(2y - l)-‘a(u 
The relation xp = p(x), for x E V, implies f&(x)) = 0 and krr(f,,(x))= 
f&(r)). No new conditions result from the remaining relations. 
So every homomorphism f from [V, p] to [V, ~1 has the form 
f(co) = co + f-Jo + @(UJ UOlUl E v, 
ft x> = fll(4 = fdx) x E v, 
f(P) = k(@ +2(2y - 1) -‘4 %I) k E F, 
f(9) =.Md YEP(V), (2) 
with the relation 
ka”f,,=f,,op. (3) 
Conversely, if f,, : V -+ V and fa2 : p(V) + a(V) are linear mappings such 
that for some k E F the relation (3) holds, we can construct a homomorphism 
f by choosing arbitrarily fiz : V --p a(V), u,,, ui in V, and defining f by (2). 
An easy calculation shows that now f is an isomorphism if and only if f,, 
and fiz are bijective and k # 0. This proves, after the absorption of k by fiz, 
that [V, p] and [V, a) are isomorphic if and only if there exist bijective linear 
mappings p : V -+ V and Y : p(V) --$ U(V) such that the following diagram is 
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commutative: 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists one and only one (up to ~~h~~ 
tPain algebra of rank 3 and type (n, 1) whose ideal J has a given dimension 
1+ k in the interoal [Z, i(n -i- l)]. 
Pro@ By the above argument it is enough to prove that given p and u, 
we can always find such p and Y. Take a basis (f: ,, . . . , x,,,] of V such that 
{p(x,), . . ., p(xk)} is a basis of p(V), and another basis (yl,. . ., y,) such that 
(&,I, * -., CT(Y~)} is a basis of a(V). Define h(xi) = yi ad V(p(xi)) = a(~,). 
m 
2. TRAIN ALGEBRAS OF TYPE (3, tz - 2) 
Let B, be a vector space over the field F of dimension n - 2, 5, : B, + F 
a nonzero linear form. Consider the vector space B = F EB B,e F equipped 
with the foliowing multiplication: 
for cy, Q’, @, /3’ E F and u, ti E B,. In particular, (a, u, 8)’ = lO,O,2cri$(u)) 
and so (a, U, PI3 = 0. Consider now 7 : B + B defined by T(LY, u, /3) = ($x, yu, 
$),where ye F and y#i. W e verify that T satisfies Equations (3) and (4) 
of 111, so the baric algebra B’ satisfies (1). Moreover, its type is (3, n - $9, its 
ideal. f = B,b F; and dim B2 = 1, as # f 0. Denote by [B,, 41 the algebra B’ 
just constructed. By completing an ordered basis (x2,. . . , xn_ J of B, to an 
ordered basis (x,, . . . , xn) of B with x1 = (l,O,O) and x, -(O,O, 11, we get the 
following multiplication table: 
C;=C(), CO%1 =‘i 1, lx 
1 
COXn = TXn I C($j=yxj (j=2,...,n-l), 
~~~~=#(r~)r, (j=2,...,ft-1), other products are zero. (4 
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Another class of train algebras of rank 3 and type (3, n - 2) appears in the 
fotlowing way. Let X be a vector space over the field F of dimension n - 3, 
4 :X -+ F a nonzero linear form. Let C be the cyclic algebra of dimension 2, 
that is, C = Fx,@ Fxf with xf = 0. 
Consider now the vector space B = C@X@ F with the following multipli- 
cation: 
It is easy to see that B satisfies the identity x3 = 0. The mapping r : B -+ B 
defined by r(o,x, + a,~:, u,/3> = (&rxl + ycw,xf, yu, $3), where y f $, 
satisfies Equations (3) and (4) of [ll, so /3’ satisfies the train equation (1) 
again, Moreover, its type is (3, n -2>, its ideal is J= (xf)@X@F, and 
dim Ba = 2. If X = (x,, . . . , x,_,), one ordered basis of B is 
~r,,&r,,..., ~,_~,x,,), where x, =(O,O,l). The multiplication table of B’ 
is 
c2 =c 1 0 Oz COXl-- 5x1, cox; = yxf, 
coxi=yxi (i=3,...,n-1), 1 cox, = ypn, 
x,x1 = x f¶ x x2=0 11 ’ xlxi=c#J(xi)xn (i=3,...,n-l), 
other products are zero, (5) 
Denote by [X, 41 the train algebra just constructed. 
Suppose now that B’ is an arbitrary train algebra of rank 3 and whose 
type is (3, n - 2). According to [l] wemust have n-26dimJgn-1. The 
case of algebras having dim J = n - 2 has been treated in [l]. We treat now 
thecaseofdimJ=n-1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Euery train algebra B’ of type (3, n -2) such that 
dim J = n - 1 is isomurphic to some [B,, #] M [X, 41, according as dim B2 is 
1 or 2. 
Proof. Suppose the kernel B is decomposed as B = B,CI) B, = (cl, c,) Bt 
(c 3,. . . , c,). The ideal J is generated, as a vector space, by cs, . . . , c, and the 
products cicj (i = 1,2; j = 3,. . . , n). As dim f = n - 1, one of these products 
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is nonzero and the others are scalar multiples of it. By symmetry we may 
suppose that tics + 0 and so cicj = hijc,cs, Aij E F. The independent set 
(tics, cg,. .*, cn} can be completed to a basis (c,c3, cj, cs,. . . , c,} of 23, where 
j = 1 or 2. Suppose initially that (cIc3,c1,c3,. . ., c,,) is a basis of B. From 
Equations (8) and (9) of [l], we get the following multiplication table for I?: 
ClC3 Cl c3 c4 . . . c7l 
ClC3 0 0 0 0 0 
Cl 
2 
Cl ClC3 *,4c,c3 hlClC3 
C3,...,C” 0 0 0 
From this table we have 1~ dim B” < 2. If we suppose that dim B’ = 1, then 
cf = 0. Calling c, = n,, c3 = x2 ,..., c, = x,-i, and clc3 = x,, we get a 
multiplication table of B’ which is exactly (4) with 4(xi) = A,, i+ 1 for 
i=2 ,...,n-1. 
Suppose now that dim B2 = 2. Then c: # 0, and we can replace some cj 
(3 <j < n) by cf. Calling now ci = ri, cf = X2’ cg = x3,. . .,cj-1 = xj_l,cj+, 
= xj ,..., c, = x,_~, and clc3 = x,, we get exactly the multiplication table (5) 
where $(xi) = Aii (i = 3,. . , n - 1). 
Suppose now that cIc3 and c, are dependent, so necessarily (cic3, 
ca>c 3,. . . , cn} is a basis of B. The ideal J is generated by c3,. . ., c, and the 
products (c,c3)cj and c2cj (j = 3,. . . , n). But (c,c3)cj = 0 by (8’) of [l]. As 
dim J = n - 1, the set (c2cj = A2j~I~3 : j = 3,. . . , n) generates a one- 
dimensional subspace of B,, so some A,, f 0. Replace clc3 in the above 
basis by c2ck, getting a new basis (c2ck, c2, c3,. . . , c,}, and we are again in 
the situation already treated, up to changing the names of the vectors. This 
finishes the proof. n 
We describe now the isomorphism class of [B,, ~$1. An obvious necessary 
condition for the existence of an isomorphism between [B2, t$] and [C,, $1 is 
dim B, = dim C,, because the type is an invariant. So we may restrict 
ourselves to the case B, = C,. Suppose f:[B,,+]+ [B,,+] is a homomor- 
phism of baric algebras, which implies that f(B) c B. As f(l,O,O,O) must be 
an idempotent of weight 1, by [l, Proposition 11 we have f(l,O,O,O) = 
(l,cy,,O,&> for some cr0,/3,, E F. For u E B,, suppose f(O,u,O) = 
(fi(u>,g(u),f,(u))~ F@B,@F. By imposing ~(u)=yu, we have f(O,u,O) 
= (0, g(u), 2(2y - I)-‘~,$,(g(u))). Similarly we get f((~, 0,O) = 
(k,,a,O, k,,a) and f(O,O, p) = (k,,@,O, k,,PI with kij E F. On requiring 
that f satisfy the relation (a, 0,0x0, u,O) = (O,O, (We> we obtain k,, = 0 
and k,,t,b 0 g = k,,g. No other relations appear when we impose the remain- 
8 
ing relations. So the action of f on the summands is given by 




subject to the relation 




Conversely, if we choose arbitrarily cr,,&, k,, E F and also kii E F and a 
linear mapping g : B, + B, such that (7) holds, then f defined by (6) is a 
homomorphism. From (61 we see that the determinant of f is k ,,k,, det(gX 
so f is one-to-one if and only if g is one-to-one and kii # 0 (i = 1,2). The 
above argument can be summarized as “[B,, 41 and [II,, $1 are isomorphic if 
and only if there is a bijective linear mapping g, : B, + 73, such that 
I,!I 0 g, = 4,” by taking g, = kilk,,g. But such g, always exists (by elemen- 
tary linear algebra). 
So all algebras [&,+I, 4 an arbitrary nonzero linear form in B,, are 
isomorphic, this proves that there exists, up to isomorphisms, one and only 
one train algebra of rank 3, type (3, n - 2>, dim J = n - 1 and whose kernel 
has a one-dimensional square. 
Following the same lines, we prove that all algebras [X, 41, 4 an arbitrary 
nonzero linear form in X, are isomorphic, and so there exists, up to 
isomorphisms, just one train algebra of rank 3, type (3, n - 21, dim J = n - 1 
and whose kernel has a two-dimensional square. 
3. ANISOTROPIC KERNELS 
Let B be a finite-dimensional algebra over the field F such that 
dim B2 = 1. Choose c E B such that B2 = Fc. For x, y E II, xy = b(x, y)c 
and b is a nonzero symmetric bilinear form; (I?, b) is a nonzero bilinear space 
[2, Chapter 11. The corresponding quadratic form 9 : B -+ F is defined by 
x2 = q(x)c. If we suppose now that x 3 = 0 in B, then b(x,c) = 0 for all 
x E B, that is, (B, b) has a nonzero radical which contains c. [We recall that 
the radical of a symmetric bilinear form b(x, y) is the set of all x such that 
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b(x, y) = 0 for all y.] If another c’ is chosen to generate B2, then c’= AC for 
some A E F. The corresponding bilinear form b’ is h-lb. Conversely, if 
(B, b) is a nonzero bilinear space with a nonzero radical and we choose c # 0 
in this radical, the algebra defined by ry = b(x, y)c satisfies both conditions. 
If another c’ is chosen, there is an isometry of (B, 6) sending c to c’. This 
isometry is an isomorphism of these algebras. (Notice that the automor- 
phisms of this algebra are the isometries which fix the generator c of B”.) 
This is the proof of 
PROPOSITION 4. The correspondence associating to every com.mutative, 
finite-dimensional algebra B over the field F, such that dim B” = 1 and 
x3 = 0 fM all x E B, the bilinear space (B, b) us defined above, establishes a 
one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of algebras 
B as above and the set of isometry clusses of nonzero bilinear spaces with 
nonzero radical. 
From Proposition 4 it is possible to give a canonical multiplication table 
for these algebras. Decompose (B, b) as the orthogonal sum of its radical and 
(one representative of) its regular part. This one can be further decomposed 
as an orthogonal sum of some hyperbolic planes Hi and an anisotropic 
subspace B,: 
B = rad B I H, I . . . _L N, I B, . (8) 
Choose a basis {u i,...,~~} of B, such that b(ui,uj)=O for i+j and 
q(ui)=di#O (i=l,..., r). Then choose a basis {xi, yi) of Hi such that 
b(xi, yi) = 0, 9(xi) = - 9(yi) = 1. And finally take any basis {vi,. . .,vJ of 
radB such that B2 = Fv,. The multiplication table is 
Uf=d,v, (i=I,...,r), xf = - y$ = vt (i=l,...,s), 
other products are zero. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let B be a commutative algebra of dimension n + 1 over 
F such that dim B2 = 1 and x3 = 0 for all x E B. Suppose the regular part of 
(B, b) is anisotropic and dim(rad B) = 1. Let y E F be given. Then: 
(a) Ij’ y = $, th ere is a n-parameter family of train algebras satisfying the 
equation x3 - $J(x)x~ + Y&(x)~x = 0 and having B as kernel. 
(b) Zf y z f, there is a unique train algebra satisfying the equation 
x3 -0 + y)w(x>x2 + yw(x)x = 0 and having B as kernel. 
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Proof. As explained above, B has a basis (ui, . . . , u,, u) such that 
uT=div (i=l,...,n); all other products are zero. 
For r=cu,u,+ *** + (Y,u, + PU in B, x2 = (d,aF + * . . + d,ai)o. Sup- 
pose now T : B -+ B satisfies (3) and (4) of [ 11. Then (3) becomes 
q(a)7(u) = [(l+Y)4(a)-2b(7(a),u)lu, all aeB. (10) 
This shows v is a proper vector of r. As the proper values are 4 and y, we 
must have identically 
(1+Y-&)4(u)=2b(T(a),u), (11) 
and by linearization 
(l+Y-&>b(x,y)=b(T(X),y)+b(7(y),x), (12) 
where E is one of the proper values of r. 
Suppose now the matrix of r in the above basis of B is 
x 0 It-) Y E’ 
where X = (mjj) has order n. In matrix form, the identity (12) is 
(I+y-e)diag(d,,...,d,)=(dimij+djmji). (l<i,j<n). (13) 
The proof is divided into two cases. 
Case a: y = i. Then necessarily E = i. From (13) we conclude that 
mii=+ (i=l,...,n) and dimij+djmji=O (i#j). (14) 
As r satisfies 47’ -4~ + I = 0, the same holds for X. Compute the element 
of position (1,l) in this matrix and simplify, to get 
1 1 
--mfa + * * * + -mT, = 0. 
d2 d7l 
(15) 
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As the quadratic form d,nf + * * . + d,x: is anisotropic, the same holds for 
d,x,2 c . . + + d-x:. But this quadratic form is isometric to (l/t&)x$ 
+ * * * +(l/d,)x$ as shown by the identity 
c&X,2 + . * - -4 cznx; = $( d2x2j2+ -. . + $(d,xJ2. 
2 n 
So the second form is also anisotropic, which implies by (15) that ml2 = - . - 
= 9” = 0. Further, by (14), m,, = . . * = mn, = 0. If we now compute the 
element of position (2,2), we obtain, with the same argument from anisotropy, 
mzs = . f f = mgn = m38 =_1 . * - C mn2 = 0. And so on. The final result is that 
X=iZ,=diag($,..., i>. We see that, for any value of the matrix Y, r satisfies 
the equation 472 -4~ = 0. The table of B’ will be formed by relations (9) 
plus 
c2 = c 
0 0’ cpj =$z$ + yjv (i = l,...,n), co27 =;v, (9.1) 
where ca = (l,O> E 3’ and y i, . . . , y, are parameters in F. 
Case b: yz;. Here E = y or E = i. In the first case, we obtain from 
(13) the same equalities (14). Now X must satisfy 2X2 -(1+2y)X -t- yZ = 0. 
Repeat the same argument to conclude that r is the matrix 
x 0 H---1 Y y: 
where X = diag(i, . . . , i). But now it is possible to diagonalize r, by taking 
the basis {x r,...,x,,vj where xi = ~6~ +2&-2y)-‘v. The table of B’ will 
be formed by the relations (9) plus 
c” = c 
0 0, COXi=:~Xi (i=l,...,n), c v=yv. 0 (9.21 
Let us show by contradiction that the second case E = i is impossible. From 
(131, we have 4m,, = 1 i-2-y. We must also have 2X2 -(1+2y)X f yZ = 0. 
On computing the element at position &I> in this matrix and simplifying, 
we get Cd, /d&rz~, + + * * +(d, /d,)r& f $2~ - 1)’ = 0. This means that 
the quadratic form x: +(d,/d,)x,2 + * *- ~(d~/d~)~~ is isotropic, with 
isotropic vector (f(2r - l), rnia,. . . , min) f (0,. . . ,O>. From this 
(d,/d,)+t **a 
rf + 
+(d, /d,)xz is also isotropic (argument already used), 
and so the quadratic form d,x f + * * . + d,x,2 is isotropic, a contradiction. n 
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REMARK. All algebras appearing in case b have type (n + 1, l), and the 
ideal J has dimension 1. If we drop one of the two hypotheses on the 
bilinear form in Proposition 5, B can be the kernel of train algebras of 
different type and different dimension for J. Sections 1 and 2 contain 
examples. 
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